March 2019

Northern Beaches Hospital road upgrade –Traffic changes on Warringah
Road, Frenchs Forest in April
The NSW Government is upgrading roads around the new Northern Beaches Hospital to
increase capacity on the road network and improve access through the area.
Roads and Maritime Services is building underpass bridges at the Forest Way and Wakehurst Parkway
intersections to go over the future Warringah Road underpass.
To progress this work, traffic changes will take place over seven night shifts from Thursday 4 April to
Sunday 14 April 2019, weather permitting.
These traffic changes will be in place until both bridges are completed later this year.
The work will involve:
•
•
•
•
•

temporary lane closures at night
repositioning barriers
asphalting and line marking
moving and turning on traffic lights
restoring lane capacity for daytime peak periods.

Throughout the work there will be temporary lane closures on affected roads at night while the traffic
changes are put in place.
During this time delays may take place in the area including along Warringah Road, Wakehurst Parkway
and Forest Way. Motorists are encouraged to plan ahead, use Frenchs Forest Road and Naree Road
when possible and allow extra travel time.
When the traffic changes are complete, lane capacity will be restored and all movements through the
intersection will be maintained. Signage and line marking will help motorists adjust to the new conditions.

Changes at the intersection of Forest Way and Warringah Road from Thursday 4 April 2019
From 8pm Thursday 4 April, we will move the intersection of Forest Way and Warringah Road to the
east. This traffic movement will take place over three night shifts, with:
•
•

preparation work overnight on Thursday 4 April and Friday 5 April, weather permitting
moving traffic from 6pm Saturday 6 April to 9am Sunday 7 April, weather permitting.

The Warringah Road eastbound lanes approaching Forest Way will also be moved so the underpass
can be built.
Traffic will be temporarily reduced to one lane in each direction on Forest Way and Warringah Road
while we complete the work at night. Traffic management and signage will be in place to assist motorists
through these temporary conditions.
Lane capacity will be restored during the day.
We have included a map of the temporary lane closures overleaf.

Map of the temporary lane closures at Forest Way during night shifts

Changes at the intersection of Warringah Road and Wakehurst Parkway from Wednesday
10 April 2019
From 8pm Wednesday 10 April, we will move the intersection of Warringah Road and Wakehurst
Parkway to the east. This traffic movement will take place over four nights, with:
• preparation work overnight on Wednesday 10 April and Thursday 11 April, weather permitting
• moving Wakehurst Parkway southbound traffic from 8pm Friday 12 April to 8am Saturday 13 April,
weather permitting
• moving Wakehurst Parkway northbound traffic from 6pm Saturday 13 April to 8am Sunday 14
April, weather permitting.
Traffic will be temporarily reduced to one lane in each direction on Wakehurst Parkway and Warringah
Road while we complete the work at night. Traffic management and signage will be in place to assist
motorists through these temporary conditions. Lane capacity will be restored during the day.
We have included a map of the lane closures overleaf.

How will the work affect you?
We will turn off the traffic lights at these intersections while we complete this work. Police will be onsite
directing traffic during traffic light outages until the intersection changes are complete.
During the night shifts temporary lane closures will be in place throughout the work as motorists are
moved on to the new sections of the road.
During this time delays may take place in the area including along Warringah Road, Wakehurst Parkway
and Forest Way. Motorists are encouraged to plan ahead, use Frenchs Forest Road and Naree Road
when possible and allow extra travel time.
For the latest traffic updates, you can call 132 701, visit livetraffic.com or download the Live Traffic NSW
app.

Map of the temporary lane closures at Wakehurst Parkway during night shifts

Public transport
Some bus routes will have changed stopping arrangements. Please check signage at bus stops or visit
transportnsw.info for more details and to plan your trip.

Contact
We are committed to minimising the impact of construction on the community and will continue to keep
you informed as the project progresses. If you have any questions, would like to register for project and
traffic updates or have any feedback, please contact our delivery partner, Ferrovial York Joint Venture.
Call:

1800 014 307 (free call 24 hours per day)

Email:

nbhcommunity@nbhr.com.au

Write:

PO Box 6040, Frenchs Forest NSW 2086

Visit:

Community Information Centre, Cnr Wakehurst Parkway and Warringah Road
(north eastern corner), Frenchs Forest NSW 2086, Open 9am – 5pm, Monday to Friday

Website: rms.nsw.gov.au/nbh
Thank you for your patience during this important work.

